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Why low-x region is very interesting?

it is dominated by the gluon density, 
      precise knowledge of gluon density is very important for LHC 
      physics

● low-x region is a multi-regge region in which it is possible to
  sum up QCD Feynman diagrams to infinity (BFKL resummation)  
● it is the limit in which it is possible to evaluate N=4 QCD  
  (gravitational diagrams) up to infinite order (Dixon, Bern, ...)
☞ could become a bridge to gravitation 

It is a region with large amount of diffractive processes,
dipole picture ....
exclusive J/Psi, rho..... processes are new probes of matter 
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Inclusive Scattering 
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  DIS at HERA at low x
ZEUS

Diffractive Scattering 
expectation before HERA
~ 0.01%
seen  ~20% at Q2 = 4  GeV2

               ~10% at Q2 = 20 GeV2
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Partons vs Dipoles at low-x
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Infinite momentum frame: Partons                 

Proton rest frame: Dipoles  - long living quark pair interacts with 
the gluons of the proton                       dipole life time ≈ 1/(mp x)

                         = 10 - 1000 fm at x = 10-2 - 10-4

 

            for small dipoles, at low-x, dipole picture 
       is equivalent to the QCD parton picture
       σqq ~ r2 xg(x,Q2)

F2 measures parton density at a scale Q2                 
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Low-x phenomena in DIS give access to the properties of the gluon 
density
    ●  rise of F2 with decreasing x  
    ●  diffractive reactions  

The same, universal, gluon density describes the properties of many 
reactions: F2, FL, inclusive diffraction, exclusive J/Psi, Phi and Rho 
production, DVCS, diffractive jets                   

for small dipole size                              
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 Determination of Gluon Density in pdf’s

GD is determined from the increase 
of F2 with x and Q2 in low-x region

Determine pdf’s densities from the 
χ2 fit to the data

Who?  ABM, MSTW, CT(EQ),  HERAPDF, (G)JR, NNPDF
How?  Start from parametrized form of g(q)(x,Q02) at Q02 1-7 GeV2 
        use N(N)LO DGLAP, MSbar factorisation, Heavy quark scheme

F2
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For a full description one has to take the contribution of the 
valence quarks into account                      

Data: HERA I  combined inclusive DIS measurement

precision of the measurements:  ~ 2 %  in the low-x region

Dipole model is valid in the low-x limit (x<0.01)  where the 
valence quark contribution is small (~ 5%) and describes the 
sea-quark or gluon density contribution to F2                          

published in PRD
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Dipole model with valence quarks

Choice of the dipole model: 
Bartels-Golec-Kowalski (BGK) model
because it uses DGLAP as a QCD evolution scheme
BGK model is the impact parameter integrated IPsat or b-Sat model
 
We take a heuristic approach to valence quarks: 
valence quarks contribution is taken from the HERAPDF fits (or 
MSTW) and the fits are performed in the low-x region only       

Note on a side:
although the dipole picture is valid only in the low-x region 
it should be possible to overcome this limitation by analytic 
continuation of the amplitudes from low-x region to high-x region
(work in progress for BFKL, Kowalski, Lipatov, Ross)  
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BGK (NLO) + valence quarks (soft 
gluon)

HERAPDF1.0 (NLO)

Q2 > 3.5 GeV2

x < 1.0

Q2 > 3.5 GeV
x < 0.01
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non-pert.

BGK (NLO) + valence quarks (soft 
gluon)

Q2 > 8.5 GeV2

x < 0.01

Q2 > 8.5 GeV2

x < 1.0
HERAPDF1.0 (NLO)

significant improvement of  χ2 /Np for Q2 > 8.5 
▶ lack of NNLO effecs? (presumably not, see the talk of Voica Radescu, WG1) 

▶ are these saturation effects?  
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 Comparison of the 
NLO gluon densities 

determined in the  
BGK dipole and 

HERAPDF

good convergence at 
larger scales
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non-pert.

 Comparison of the 
LO gluon densities 
determined in the  
BGK dipole and 

HERAPDF

poor convergence at 
larger scales
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BGK + valence quarks (soft + hard gluon)
Q2 > 3.5 GeV2

BGK + valence quarks (soft + hard gluon)
Q2 > 8.5 GeV2
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BGK without valence quarks (soft gluon) Q2 > 3.5 GeV2

x < 0.01

BGK with valence quarks fitted (soft gluon) Q2 > 3.5 GeV2

x < 0.01
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Comparison of the gluon density determined with the 
soft and soft+hard assumptions  

fixed valence q. fitted valence q.
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Discussion of fits

The precise HERA data can be very well described by the kT 
factorized, DGLAP evolved,  gluon density evaluated within the 
(BGK) dipole model 

Valence quark contribution added to the dipol model (BGK) improve 
the fits significantly  (χ2 ↘) in comparison to fits with the pure 
dipole contribution

Large improvement of fit quality is observed when Q2 cut is 
increased from 3.5 GeV2 to 8.5 GeV2 for both dipole and pdf 
fits.
▶  NNLO effects?      (presumably not)
▶  saturation effects up to higher Q2 ? (presumably not)
▶  some modification of the standard QCD evolution ?
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CONCLUSIONS

study of the low-x region remains
experimentally (x up to 10-6 at LHC) 

and theoretically 
very interesting  
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Back up  
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Note that:
The degree of saturation is characterized by the size of the 
dipole, rS, which starts to interact multiple times (in ~60 % of 
cases). At HERA, QS2  = 2/rS2  ~1 GeV2 at x= 10-4 

▶ to avoid saturation effect on few % level Q2 cut should be 
by an order of magnitude higher than the saturation scale  
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DIS Reactions 

Rapidity Gaps
ΔY = ln(W2/M2X) ≈Δη 

Inclusive variables:
Q2  - virtuality of the incoming photon
W  -  CMS energy of the incoming photon-proton system
x    -   ≈ Q2 /W2 

Diffractive variables:
MX  - invariant mass of all particles seen in the detector
t      - momentum transfer to the diffractively scattered proton 

Forward protons
with xL = 1-xIP > 95%
xL ~ longitudinal 
fraction of proton 
momentum
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 Exclusive J/psi production 

➤ the determination of gluon density with J/psi would be more precise 
than by F2 or FL  (MRT)  if J/psi would have small systematic errors

KT 

Note: 
J/psi x-section 
grows almost 
like  
σ ∝ (x g(x,µ2))2

no valence quarks
contribution

equally good 
description of  
Q2 and σL/σT 

dependences
for J/psi and phi

and DVCS 

educated guess 
for VM wf is 

working very well
for J/psi and phi

and DVCS
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DATA

DIS (HERA and fixed target..), Drell-Yan processes (fixed target)
High ET jets (Tevatron), W,Z rapidity (Tevatron)
νN dimuon (CCFR, NuteV)....

HERAPDF 1.0 uses combined H1 and ZEUS HERA I  xs data 
HERAPDF 1.5 uses, in addition, combined  HERA charm data ..

Excellent test reaction
W, Z production at LHC                             

W, Z production at LHC is 
a low-x effect                             

correlation between Mc↑ and g(x,Q)↑  
known also from dipole saturation inv.                          

W                             

W                             

ν
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